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CPME Milestones??

- Where is CPME on the implementation of milestones
- Are we following the ACGME?
- Is there time to change or have more open discussion about implementation of the milestones program for CPME

Orthopaedic Surgery Milestones

ACGME Milestones

Paul J Dougherty MD, FAOA, FACS
Chair, Department of Orthopaedic Surgery
Residency Program Director

- Are these the steps CPME took when developing
• How many topics does CPME envision
• Will the Milestones from CPME be a good cross section of a general Podiatric surgeons?
• Are these milestones similar

• 17 topics
• 32 procedures
• Assessment tools lacking

• Did the CPME take consideration the potential time burden on programs and program directors
• How does CPME plan on dealing with Privacy

• Did the CPME take the failures Dr. Dougherty discussed in Orthopaedic Milestones into consideration?
• Will we develop agreed upon knowledge and skills across the board prior to implementing the milestones?
• Don’t we need better assessment tools? What tools do we currently use or have?

• Faculty need to develop a “shared mental model” of what a resident looks like
• Core topics/procedures are chosen by program
• Assessment tools still lacking
• Privacy

• Does CPME have a simplified reporting structure?
• Does the CPME plan on building in to its Milestones this type of inconsistency and allowing programs to decide their own Milestones?